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Abstract

Using the database presented in Part I of this series [J. Chromatogr. A, 818 (1998) 1] selectivity factors for various solute
pairs with known linear free energy relationship (LFER) solvation parameters have been studied. Selectivity factors of
selected solute pairs have been used to characterize hydrophobic properties and different types of molecular interactions of
widely different reversed-phase columns. For reversed-phase packings evaluated under the same mobile phase composition
differences in chromatographic selectivity can be attributed to the structure and characteristics of the stationary phase.
Significant correlations have been found between the regression coefficients of the LFER equation and the different types of
selectivity, as hydrophobic selectivity and polar selectivities. It has been established that hydrophobic selectivity is not
identical to the hydrophobic strength of the column and depends on the structure and polarity of the homologous series used
for calculation. Polar selectivity for different types of compounds depends on the propensity of the stationary phase to enter
into polar (mainly hydrogen-bond donor and hydrogen-bond acceptor) interactions with the compounds investigated.
 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction energy relationship (LFER) or solvation equation
derived by Abraham et al. [2–5]. The coefficients or

In Part I of this series [1], we have compared and constants in the solvation equation for each column
evaluated retention factors measured under isocratic were determined by multiple linear regression. These
conditions acetonitrile–water (30:70) on 15 re- coefficients are characteristic of the phase systems,
versed-phase high-performance liquid chromatog- i.e., of a given RP-HPLC column with a particular
raphy (RP-HPLC) columns with widely different mobile phase composition. If a number of columns
characteristics (narrow-pore and wide-pore silica are studied with the same mobile phase composition,
supports, various ligands, different bonding chemis- the coefficients will characterize the various RP-
try) using 34 solutes. Column characteristics were HPLC columns.
determined and compared by principal component In the literature several hundreds of publications
analysis (PCA) as well as applying the linear free can be found on characterization and comparison of

reversed-phase columns. Most of these studies com-
*Corresponding author. pare retention factors of arbitrarily selected test
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solutes using different mobile phase compositions. It k 2 D(DG)j
] ]]]is well recognized that solute selectivity is chromato- a 5 and ln a 5 (1)K RTigraphically more important than is absolute reten-

tion. In some cases it is required to vary separation where k and k are the retention factors for solutes ii j

selectivity by changing the stationary phase rather and j, DG is the Gibbs energy, R is the gas constant
than the components of the mobile phase [6]. How- and T is the absolute temperature. If the same mobile
ever, it is frequently reported that the same column phase composition is used when comparing different
type from different manufacturers or even different stationary phases, mobile phase contributions to the
lots of packings from the same manufacturer often free energy of transfer are equivalent, cancelling
show selectivity differences suggesting variations in each other in the selectivity ratio. In such a case,
the properties of the silica support used or the selectivity is indicative of differences in the station-
bonding chemistry applied. ary phases [16,17]. Generally it is not recognized

Relative retention or selectivity have often been that selectivity is a complex phenomenon comprising
calculated and used to compare hydrophobic prop- of different mechanisms. The extent and importance
erties of the columns [7–9]. Kimata et al. [10] of the different mechanisms depend on the phase
studied the relative retentions of various types of system investigated and operating conditions. Antle
solutes in order to characterize silanol activity and et al. [18] stated that there are two types of RP
different types of molecular interaction. Claessens column selectivity, hydrophobic (or solvophobic) and
and co-workers [11,12] have also used selectivity chemical (or polar) selectivity. A third type of
factors in evaluation and comparison of RP columns. selectivity, shape or steric selectivity can also be
Solute shape may also play an important role in exhibited by chemically bonded phases.
retention of non-polar compounds. Sander and Wise Hydrophobic or methylene selectivity is generally
[13,14] developed a simple empirical test to assess taken as the relative retention of the adjacent mem-
column shape selectivity based on the relative re- bers of homologous series differing only in one CH2

tention of three properly chosen polycyclic aromatic group. Methylene selectivity depends on the hydro-
hydrocarbons. More recently, Cruz et al. [15] have phobic interaction between the stationary phase and
reported the characterization and classification of 30 the compounds investigated. It has been reported that
C columns commercially available, based on selec- methylene selectivity increases with chain length of18

tivity factors suggested by Kimata et al. [10], using the ligand [19–22]. Correlations between selectivity
various chemometric methods (PCA, cluster analysis and bonded-phase carbon loading [23,24] as well as
and radar plots). with bonded-group surface coverage [17,25,26] have

In present study we investigated the relationship also been confirmed. In addition to the characteristics
between LFER phase system coefficients and differ- of the stationary phase, the type of the organic
ent selectivity terms. Correlation analysis was found modifier and the mobile phase composition will also
useful in selecting solute pairs representing different influence selectivity [27,28].
types of molecular interactions. Columns were evalu- Chemical or polar selectivity comes about from
ated on the basis of selectivity differences displayed. strong interactions as hydrogen-bonding, dipole and

ionic interactions, complexation between the solute
molecules and specific active sites, such as silanol
groups or trace metal contaminants on the silica

2. Theoretical surface [17,18,29]. These effects are relatively unim-
portant for non-polar solutes. In addition to the

Chromatographic selectivity or selectivity factor polarity of the stationary phase polar selectivity
(a) is an important experimental probe in studies of depends also on the type of organic modifier and the
the solute retention process. It reflects the difference mobile phase composition.
between two solutes in terms of Gibbs free energy of In the literature polar selectivity, generally related
transfer from the mobile phase to the stationary to silanol activity of a stationary phase is character-
phase ized by the relative retention of arbitrarily selected
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polar solutes [7–9,12]. Silanol activity is usually k j
]regarded as an undesirable characteristic of the log a 5 log 5 log k 2 log kj ik istationary phase causing severe peak tailing for basic

* *5 r R 2 R 1 s p 2 ps d s dsolutes. However, in general, polar selectivity of a 2,j 2,i 2,j 2,i

stationary phase can contribute to the resolution of H H H HS D S D1 a Oa 2Oa 1 b Ob 2Ob2,j 2,i 2,j 2,isolutes with similar structure and physical charac-
teristics. In order to characterize polar selectivity of 1 v V 2V (3)s dx,j x,i

the various phases we have investigated relative
retention of a large number of polar solutes to that of For different stationary phases evaluated under the
toluene as a non-polar solute. same mobile phase conditions differences in chro-

Steric or shape selectivity may play an important matographic selectivity can be attributed to the
role in the separation of non-polar compounds, structure and composition of the stationary phase
particularly isomers. Isomers with rigid, well defined [16,34].
structures such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), steroids
and carotenoids can often be separated in RP-HPLC 3. Experimental
on the basis of molecular shape [13,14,30,31]. Shape
selectivity depends first of all on the bonding Experimental conditions, characteristics of col-
chemistry i.e., the structure of the bonded phase umns investigated, list of the solutes and the corre-
favoring polymeric phases. But it depends also on sponding solvation parameters were given in Part I
pore size, alkyl phase length, bonding density, of this series [1]. The same database has been used
temperature and to a lesser degree on the mobile to calculate and evaluate selectivity factors (relative
phase composition. Sander and Wise’s test method retentions) for comparison and characterization of
(SRM 869) provides a sensitive measure of poly- packing materials investigated. Linear regression and
meric or monomeric character of the phases [32,33]. correlation analysis were performed with Statistica

In contrast to the empirical testing procedure using
5.0 for Windows software (StatSoft, USA).

arbitrarily chosen solutes, the LFER concept fur-
nishes a theoretically sound basis by using physico-
chemical parameters to correlate retention and iden-

4. Results and discussiontify molecular interactions. The master equation of
the LFER model is defined [2–5] as

4.1. Hydrophobic or methylene selectivity
H H*log k 5 c 1 rR 1 sp 1 aOa 1 bOb 1 vV2 2 2 2 x

Among the various selectivity terms, hydrophobic
(2)

or methylene selectivity has been the most extensive-
where the solvation parameters that denote specific ly studied property of RP phase systems. According
solute properties are: solute excess molar refractivity to the definition (Eq. (1)), its logarithm is propor-

*(R ), dipolarity /ploarizability (p ), HBD acidity tional to the Gibbs free energy of transfer per2 2
H H(oa ), HBA basicity (ob ) and McGowan’s mo- methylene group from the mobile phase to the2 2

lecular volume (V ). Regression coefficients of Eq. stationary phase. It is usually calculated by dividingx

(2) (c, r, s, a, b, v) can be obtained by multivariate retention factors of neighboring members in a
linear regression technique and are characteristic of homologous series (such as of ethylbenzene and
the phase system investigated. In Part I [1] regres- toluene) or, more accurately, from the slope of
sion coefficients pertaining to 15 phase systems [RP regression line in the log k vs. n (number ofCH2

columns and acetonitrile–water (30:70) mobile methylene units) plot.
phase] were determined and evaluated. By using the Based on the retention data collected in our
LFER solvation equation for any given column with previous paper [1] we were able to calculate methyl-
known regression coefficients, the selectivity factor ene selectivity for compounds of different polarity:
of any two compounds (j and i) can be calculated as (1) a , relative retention of ethylbenzene toEB / T
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toluene, (2) a , relative retention of ethylben- cates that the large differences observed in hydro-EBO / MBO

zoate to methylbenzoate and (3) methylene selectivi- phobic retention is not obviously accompanied by the
ty of paraben homologues from the slope of the ln same selectivity variations. For instance, the two
k–n plot for the four p-hydroxybenzoates. wide-pore (WP) C columns (A-C and S-C )CH2 18 18 18

First we examined ‘‘classical’’ hydrophobic selec- have comparable methylene selectivity to narrow-
tivity as measured by a . This quantity is some- pore (NP) C packings, although ethylbenzene wasEB / T 18

times erroneously used in the literature, as an much less retained on the WP columns. Among the
alternative to characterize RP hydrophobicity. How- NP-C materials as well, hydrophobic retention18

ever, as it was pointed out by Sentell and Dorsey varied considerably, while differences in methylene
[17,35], methylene selectivity does not depend sig- selectivity did not exceed 0.1 a units (between
nificantly on bonding density of monomeric C 1.99–2.08). Highly covered, end-capped stationary18

phases. They arrived at this conclusion by examining phases resulted in highest methylene selectivity
monomeric octadecyl phases with surface coverage values (M-PURe, M-C e). The lower hydrophobic18

2between 1.74 and 4.07 mmol /m . Moreover, En- retentivity of M-PUR and SYM-C columns is a18

gelhardt and Jungheim [36] showed that methylene consequence of polar groups inserted into their C18

selectivity increases with carbon content of the alkyl chains. The NP-octyl columns investigated
stationary phase only up to a certain level (approx. were quite similar to each other concerning retentive
12% C) then it becomes nearly independent of the strength and hydrophobic selectivity, in spite of their
carbon load. In contrast, both of the above physical different surface chemistry. (M-C is a non-end-8

characteristics of stationary phases (bonding density capped octyl phase, M-RP-B is type B silica ob-
and carbon content) is indeed positively correlated tained by acidic treatment, while SymmetryShield C8

with the retention of non-polar compounds, thus, contains a carbamate shielding group inserted into
with the so-called hydrophobic strength. the octyl ligand). The retention of test solute ethyl-

A very similar picture was obtained for our 15 RP benzene on these phases reached values near that of
column set differing considerably in hydrophobic obtained for the least hydrophobic C columns (M-18

retentive power. Since data on surface coverage was PUR and SYM-C ), but on methylene selectivity18

not available in all instances we plotted methylene scale C columns differed significantly from C8 18

selectivity against the retention factor of a hydro- ones (a 51.91 for NP-C and a 52.05 foraverage 8 average

phobic test solute, ethylbenzene (k ). Fig. 1 indi- NP-C columns).EB 18

Fig. 1. Relationship between absolute retention and hydrophobic selectivity of different RP columns. (x) WP columns; (d) NP-C18

columns; (j) NP-C columns. Linear regression line for WP columns (—); for NP-C columns (– – –).8 18
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Concerning wide-pore materials, large differences methylene selectivity observed for longer-chain and/
in methylene selectivity were observed while k or densely bonded stationary phases (here for WP-EB

varied between 3.4–22.9. This variation may pri- C and the all NP columns) is most likely a18

marily be due to the widely diverse ligand type of consequence of the dominating partition-like reten-
the WP columns studied. It is interesting to note tion behavior.
however, that the relationship between methylene Methylene selectivity can also be calculated by
selectivity and hydrophobic retention is largely dif- using other homologous series than aromatic hydro-
ferent on the packings of diverse pore size. To assess carbons. Nevertheless, if parent molecular skeleton
this, we constructed regression lines for different contains polar functionalities as well, the obtained
subsets of columns, i.e., for NP-C , NP-C and WP selectivity factors will be affected by secondary18 8

columns, respectively (Fig. 1). The results of regres- interactions. To show this, methylene selectivity was
sion analysis is summarized in Table 1 (note that calculated using retention factors of ethylbenzoate
M-PAH column was not considered in the NP-C (EBO) and methyl benzoate (MBO). We also con-18

subgroup on account of its completely different structed a log k vs. n plot for the four parabenCH2

polymeric bonding chemistry). Significant linear homologues available, where the slope of the linear
correlations between a and k were obtained equation corresponds to an average methylene selec-EB / T EB

for subsets NP-C and WP, although the extent of tivity (log a, from which a is computed) for this18

selectivity dependence on hydrophobic retention compound group. Similarities among different
greatly varied. (For the subset NP-C columns, linear methylene selectivity values was evaluated by re-8

regression was not significant at 95% level, therefore gression analysis, where the correlation coefficient
the regression line was not indicated in Fig. 1). It can shows to what extent these quantities are propor-
be seen, that methylene selectivity on the weakly tional to each other. In Fig. 2, the relationship
covered WP packings was much sensitively depen- between ‘‘classical’’ methylene selectivity and
dent on the hydrophobic properties of the stationary a or a are displayed. (For clarityEBO / MBO Paraben

phase, than on the high-carbon containing NP-C reasons, only C and C columns were indicated.)18 18 8

phases (see slopes of 0.024 and 0.002). Previous In general, a good correlation exists between the
studies confirmed [36,37], that for phases of low different methylene selectivity terms calculated, but
surface coverage, methylene selectivity significantly selectivity of the less polar benzoate esters is more
increases with increasing ligand length. According to similar to a (R50.99) than that of the parabensEB / T

Tan and Carr [37], adsorption is likely to play a (R50.96). Interestingly, for columns containing
significant role on such reversed-phase columns and special basic functionality built in the alkyl ligand
as a consequence, hydrophobic selectivity is more environment (carbamate for SYM columns and
strongly influenced by local environment, i.e., chain amino-group for M-PUR) the paraben methylene
length and surface coverage. This is supported by the selectivity was higher than a or even a .EBO / MBO EB / T

steep regression line obtained here for WP columns. We attribute this effect to the basic (HB-acceptor)
However, if the interphase region reaches a certain character of these stationary phases, by which the
density and thickness so that solutes can fully be phenolic OH containing, strong HB-donor parabens
embedded into, methylene selectivity will not in- are better separated. The smallest deviations between
crease considerably further. The almost constant, and the three different types of methylene selectivities
on hydrophobic retention just slightly dependent investigated were found on columns M-PURe and

Table 1
Regression equations and statistics between hydrophobic selectivity (a ) and hydrophobic retention (k )EB / T EB

Subset of columns Intercept Slope R S.D. F n

NP-C 1.90 0.002 0.97 0.011 52 518

NP-C 1.54 0.007 0.80 0.021 1.7 38

WP 1.49 0.024 0.93 0.074 27 6
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Fig. 2. Comparison of different methylene selectivities: (h) a ; (d) a . Straight line with a slope of unity indicates theoreticalEBO / MBO Paraben

values.

M-C e. The end-capping procedure applied here relationship between the measured hydrophobic18

seemingly yields a more homogenous stationary selectivity and v. But again, if regression was split
phase, where polarity differences of parent molecules according to different type of columns (wide-pore,
do not alter remarkably the separation process. narrow-pore C and C ), the WP materials showed18 8

Individual molecular interactions involved in re- the strongest correlation with the v coefficient.
versed-phase chromatography can be uncovered and Selectivity dependence on the v coefficient was less
examined separately by applying the LFER concept significant for the most hydrophobic NP-C phases,18

of Abraham [2]. The v coefficient in Eq. (2) presumably due to small differences in methylene
measures differences between the dispersive interac- selectivity. Since measured log k values are inevitab-
tions and energies required to form solute-size cavity ly affected by experimental error, and moreover,
in the stationary and mobile phase. For homologous multivariate regression coefficients (here the v co-
series, one methylene group increment in the mole- efficient) are always loaded with some degree of
cule does not substantially alter other molecular uncertainty (see confidence intervals [1]), it seems
properties than size, resulting in a constant change reasonable to assume that the LFER model cannot
only in V McGowan volume. This is especially true precisely distinguish small differences in selectivityx

for higher members in any of the homologous series. of very similar RP packings. However, a general
Therefore, the v coefficient obtained by multivariate trend of increasing selectivity with the increasing
regression should be strongly correlated with the ease of cavity formation and stronger dispersive
logarithm of methylene (hydrophobic) selectivity. interactions was confirmed by the v coefficient of
For computing selectivity, solute pair of pro- LFER equations. Similar trends in regression equa-
pylparaben/ethylparaben (PP/EP) were selected tions have been obtained by using other methylene
since they were first in the paraben series differing selectivity terms as a or a .EBO / MBO EB / T

only in V solute parameter. In Fig. 3, log a ofx PP/ EP

different columns was regressed against the v co- 4.2. Polar selectivity
efficients (LFER regression coefficients were taken
from Ref. [1]). Details of regression analysis is given More striking differences in relative retention can
in Table 2. The regression line comprising all the be observed when one attempts to separate polar
columns confirmed a statistically significant linear molecules rather than members of homologous
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Fig. 3. Relationship between LFER system coefficient v and log a , (x) WP columns; (d) NP-C columns; (j) NP-C columns.PP/ EP 18 8

Linear regression line for WP columns (—); for NP-C columns (– – –); for NP-C columns (- - -).18 8

series. These deviations, such as reversal of the retention factor which is always affected by column
elution order, or unexpectedly large gaps between hydrophobicity. Furthermore, it is worth examining
peaks cannot be explained on the basis of ligand- how selectivity terms can be correlated with LFER
length, surface coverage or bonding density of the coefficients, that are the thermodynamically based
stationary phase. Secondary interactions [hydrogen- descriptors of the particular phase system.
bonding (HB), n–p electron interactions, dipole or The result of correlation analysis between polar
ionic forces) with specific binding sites of the selectivities and LFER system constants is summa-
packing material contribute more severely to the rized in Table 3. It is obviously seen, that some of
retention of polar solutes. the selectivities are well correlated (R.0.9) with

In this study, we defined polar or chemical selec- LFER system constants, and thus could serve as an
tivity as the relative retention of test solutes com- initial estimate of secondary interactions involved in
pared to toluene. If we assume that retention in retention.
RP-HPLC can roughly be broken down in two parts, The b regression coefficient in Eq. (2) – which
hydrophobic and polar retention, differences that measures stationary phase HBD acidity – can be
come about the non-specific, hydrophobicity varia- linearly related to the polar selectivity of some basic
tions of stationary phases are cancelled out by this solutes, especially caffeine. Previous studies also
calculation. Thus, polar selectivity computed in this suggested that caffeine was a sensitive indicator of
way accounts for specific polar properties of the hydrogen-bond involved retention characteristic [10].
phases, and is better indicator value than ‘‘pure’’ Similarly, polar selectivities of specific HBD acidic

Table 2
Regression equations and statistics between log a (logarithm of methylene selectivity) and the v system coefficients of LFER equationsPP/ EP

(Eq. (2))

Subset of columns Intercept Slope R S.D. F n

NP-C 0.25 0.035 0.82 0.002 52 518

NP-C 0.16 0.071 0.99 0.002 64 38

WP 20.01 0.193 0.99 0.009 164 6
All columns 0.04 0.146 0.97 0.013 231 15
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Table 3 tivities of solutes that were most strongly correlated
Correlation coefficients between LFER system constants and polar with LFER system coefficient b and a, and therefore
selectivities

were good estimators of hydrogen-bond involved
Log a b a s r interactions, are shown in Fig. 4a,b. Higher selectivi-
DMA/T 0.42 0.52 0.50 20.35 ty values on both diagram correspond to higher
ANA/T 0.33 0.86 0.70 20.14 hydrogen-bonding-activity (HBD acidity on Fig. 4a
ONT/T 0.84 0.72 0.72 20.77 and HBA basicity on Fig. 4b) of phases relative to
BNA/T 0.44 0.90 0.73 20.24

their hydrophobic retentive strength. On the contrary,CAF/T 0.99 0.78 0.76 20.92
smaller polar selectivities were observed for phasesPYR/T 0.97 0.71 0.77 20.94

HQ/T 0.93 0.91 0.80 20.80 of excessively covered or specially treated surfaces.
DP26/T 0.72 0.95 0.80 20.55 This means, that these phases can differentiate better
EBO/T 0.83 0.72 0.83 20.80 between polar and non-polar solutes since H-bond
PP/T 0.54 0.91 0.84 20.41

involved secondary interactions play only inferiorPCR/T 0.78 0.97 0.85 20.62
role during the retention process. Relative HBDNA/T 0.93 0.75 0.85 20.61

DP35/T 0.78 0.97 0.85 20.63 acidity of two NP-C columns (M-C and M-RP-B)8 8
A/T 0.95 0.87 0.85 20.86 are greater than NP-C materials, which is obvious-18
PDM/T 0.92 0.88 0.86 20.83 ly due to the greater accessibility of the silica surface
BA/T 0.93 0.89 0.86 20.83

(Fig. 4a). For the same reason, almost all WPNB/T 0.83 0.89 0.86 20.74
columns were found to be more acidic than the NPBC/T 0.89 0.88 0.86 20.81

PEP/T 0.72 0.95 0.87 20.58 ones. Lack of HBD acidic sites were confirmed for
OT/T 0.93 0.87 0.87 20.84 the specialty SymmetryShield columns and for M-
OCR/T 0.83 0.97 0.87 20.69 PURe. On the relative HBA basicity scale (Fig. 4b)
AP/T 0.92 0.87 0.88 20.83

SYM columns and M-C were scored high among8P/T 0.85 0.96 0.88 20.72
the NP materials, which indicates larger amount ofPNA/T 0.78 0.96 0.88 20.64

MBO/T 0.89 0.86 0.89 20.81 surface moieties with HBA basic properties on these
MP/T 0.81 0.97 0.89 20.68 columns. Among WP columns, Z-CN, Z-C and8
EP/T 0.72 0.96 0.90 20.59 A-C had above average HBA basicity. In general,4AN/T 0.81 0.91 0.92 20.72

non-endcapped, non-specialty Merck columns (M-PNP/T 0.57 0.84 0.96 20.55
C , M-C ) and also WP materials exhibited in-18 8

Correlations higher than 0.9 in bold. Symbols of test solutes are creased affinity toward basic and acidic solutes. This
given in Ref. [1].

is an evident sign that accessible silica surface is
capable of displaying both HB-donor and HB-accep-
tor sites, as well.

solutes (primarily phenolic compounds) were found Sample constituents can only be successfully
in strong correlation with stationary phase HBA separated in a given phase system (mobile and
basicity (a coefficient). Correlations with phase stationary phase) when their selectivity differs from
system dipolarity /polarizability (s coefficient) and unity. We examined the possibility to use the LFER
with its tendency to interact through n–p electrons (r model for selectivity prediction based on 561 com-
coefficients) could not be reliably evaluated since pound pairs generated from test solutes. Comparison
only a few test components have shown significant of measured versus calculated selectivities on an
correlation with these properties. Nevertheless, these arbitrarily selected column, M-C e showed good18

type of interactions reportedly play inferior role in agreement between calculated and experimental data.
the RP retention process [38]. Fig. 5 indicates that the model can describe selectivi-

The fairly good correlation coefficients found ty factor in a wide numerical range. Similar results
above suggest that certain polar selectivities can can be obtained for all the columns investigated,
alternatively be used to characterize HB donor and with an average deviation between predicted and
acceptor properties of phase systems. Polar selec- observed selectivity factors of 0.097 for NP columns
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Fig. 4. Polar selectivity of (a) HB-acceptor solutes, (b) HB-donor solutes. Vertical line separates NP and WP columns.

and of 0.084 for WP columns, in log a, respectively. and using a larger set of test compounds when
The accuracy of selectivity prediction using the calculating system coefficients will enhance the
LFER equations may not be enough for some solute overall predictive power of LFER equations.
pairs, especially in the low a range (1.0–1.5) e.g.,
OCR/AP, PDM/BC, AN/PEP. Nevertheless, the
LFER model in most cases can be used to estimate 5. Conclusions
which of the columns available will furnish the
highest selectivity for the separation of the com- The LFER model of Abraham et al. can be used to
ponents of a sample to be investigated. Improving evaluate the presence and extent of various selec-
the accuracy of solvation parameter determination tivities in a given phase system.
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Fig. 5. Logarithm of selectivity factors on an M-C e column, measured vs. calculated values.18

Hydrophobic or methylene selectivity was well Polar or chemical selectivity has been defined as
correlated with the v coefficient of LFER indicating the relative retention of various types of polar solutes
that dispersion interactions are the main forces in to toluene. Good correlations have been found
determining hydrophobic selectivity. It has been between specific polar solutes and LFER system
established that methylene selectivity strongly de- coefficients. Correlation between the b coefficient –
pends on the type of stationary phase, i.e., alkyl- representing HBD acidity of the stationary phase –
chain length, bonding density and pore size. Highly and log a values were the highest for strongly basic
covered, endcapped stationary phases (M-PURe, M- solutes (caffeine, pyridine and aniline). For basic
C e) furnished the highest methylene selectivity solutes, polar selectivity was smaller on stationary18

while C columns had lower selectivities than C phases of less acidic character. Similarly, correla-8 18

columns. Wide-pore stationary phases have shown a tions between the a coefficient – representing HBA
much wider range of methylene selectivity depend- basicity of the phase – and log a values were the
ing on the length of the ligand and the corre- most significant for strongly acidic solutes ( p-cresol,
spondingly varying secondary interactions. While methylparaben, 3,5-dimethylphenol). In general,
WP-C columns had comparable methylene selec- when acidic solutes were concerned, polar selectivity18

tivity to NP-C columns, WP materials with shorter was smaller on stationary phases with diminished18

ligands exhibited much less selectivities. In accord- basic character. The effect of dipolarity /polarizabil-
ance with the LFER system coefficients it can be ity (s coefficient) and molar refraction (r coefficient)
concluded that highest methylene selectivities can be cannot be unambiguously explained on the basis of
obtained for the most hydrophobic stationary phases the retention data of solutes investigated, but they
and it decreases with increasing influence of sec- exert less significant effect on the retention process.
ondary interactions. The log a values calculated using the LFER

Our results have shown that methylene selectivity model can be used to predict selectivity factors for
is not identical with hydrophobicity or hydrophobic the separation of any compound pairs with known
strength of the stationary phase. In addition, methyl- solvation parameters. The accuracy and reliability of
ene selectivity depends also on the structure and the LFER approach to predict retention and selectivi-
polarity of the homologous series investigated. ty for various solutes could be enhanced by improv-
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